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The House of Usher. Illustration by Czech artist Matěj Čadil. www.matejcadil.cz

“During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in the autumn of the year, when the

clouds hung oppressively low in the heavens…”
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Edgar Allan Poe’s shadow looms large over the entire horror genre, and in that realm,

The Fall of the House of Usher is his most influential work.

All across America and the world this month a million charities and churches and

theater troupes are putting on haunted houses.

Every one of them owes a debt to the House of Usher.

Our very image of the haunted house, the idea of an oversized gothic manor that seems

to be a living, breathing, haunted thing, comes from Poe’s vision of the House of Usher.

“What was it — I paused to think — what was it that so unnerved me in the contemplation

of the House of Usher?”

The Fall of the House of Usher follows an unnamed narrator on a “dull, dark, and

soundless day” as he visits the creepy and mysterious mansion where his childhood

friend, Roderick Usher, lives.

He makes a quick observation that the house has a diseased atmosphere to it, as if it

has absorbed some kind of evil life force from the decaying trees and murky swamp

water that surrounds it.
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Roderick’s twin sister, Madeline, also lives in the house. She has fallen ill and dies

during the narrator’s visit.

Or so they think.

“The Shining” owes a huge debt to Poe’s Fall of the House of Usher in multiple ways, including the use of
psychically connected twins.

For a horror fan, reading The Fall of the House of Usher is an eye-opening experience

about the history of the genre. Though the story’s primary contribution is in the

creation of the prototypical haunted house, there are multiple horror story tropes that

had their genesis here. From the creepy, psychically connected twins to the malicious

plant life to suggestions of someone being buried alive (a favorite image of Poe’s) to the

sense of dark cosmic justice being delivered to young people who crossed a sexual line

(there’s more than a hint of incest in this story), all of it wrapped up in a ghost story

with a jump scare at the end…

Edgar Allan Poe, in many ways, invented the modern horror story, and The Fall of the

House of Usher, more than any other story of his, has reached deep into the minds of

the most influential novelists and movie-makers of the genre.
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No Poe story surprises me more than Usher. We live for awhile in this moody,

atmospheric setting as the narrator spends time with Roderick. There’s music and

poetry and a giant creepy house, and then, right when you think you know what this

story is about, Roderick abruptly informs the narrator that Madeline is dead and they

must entomb her in the walls of the house.

And then things get crazy.
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Comic artist Richard Corben’s illustration of the insane final scene of The Fall of the House of Usher

When you reach the end of The Fall of the House of Usher, you not only realize the entire

story was building to a single paragraph, you also realize that nearly everything that is

the modern ghost story, as we know it, is here.

That Poe, in his fascination with darkness, horror, the macabre, invented something

that is still with us.

Spencer Baum writes thrillers with horror and sci-fi elements. He is releasing the

audiobook of his newest novel as a free podcast.
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